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I really like MathXL. This is my second time using it. The first was to supplement an on campus
course with online homework completion. The second time this semester is for a 100% online
course. It's definitely worth mentioning that the campus bookstore charges an arm and a leg, so it's
much cheaper to buy here.The program is great though. It includes lesson videos, online homework
assignments (complete with tutorials, and learning aids), and online exams. You know your scores
instantly. Everything is really easy to use, and as a person who doesn't love math, it's been a

decent learning experience also. I was originally worried that I might have trouble learning new
concepts through an online course, but MathXL has made it pretty painless for me.Would definitely
recommend, and use again in the future!

The Code in the book was expired - I eventually gave up trying to use it and just bought a code
straight from Person's website. I will not be using to purchase any more items related to Access
cards.

This was a requirement for my math course, the online interface at first is very difficult to get the
hang of. However, once you figure out where everything is and how to manipulate it its a good
experience. I was able to finish the entire semester worth of work before the midterm without it
feeling excessive; which I think speaks volumes for this program.I like that I do not have to carry
around a math textbook and I can access my homework from anywhere I have computer access. If
you have the option to use this over a textbook, I would definitely recommend choosing this.

MathXL was required for my math class for the last two quarters I have been taking so I had to buy
a access card and really did have the best price especially with the free shipping.From some of the
other reviews I wasn't expecting much and in fact was pretty wary but I had to have this for class so
I bought it anyways.When class started I was happy that the code worked but didn't really expect
much from the program itself. Luckily though it has been great!Not only can I go at whatever pace I
want(as long as I meet the deadlines) but the homework actually seems to help. I am currently
finishing this quarter, with my final this week, nearly a month ahead which is great! It makes taking
multiple classes easier as I just work ahead when there is less work in one of them so I have less to
do when finals come around. If I have any trouble with the homework I just hit one of the options on
the side like the "help me solve this" and it walks me through it. You also have as many chances as
you need for the homework and can do them over again before a test if you want to as well just for
review. The videos are the most hopeful though although I think they may be different for each
school.However it does have some downsides like as my teacher has referred to as the "math
gods". The program can be very touchy but as long as you keep notes you can show them to your
teacher and they'll adjust your points on quizzes/tests. There are other issues but the price is really
the only thing I wish was less although I am glad I was able to get it separate from the book here so
I can't complain too much.

Have found that has the best price on text books, new or used, and these access cards too, far
lower than the local College book store. They arrive with in the week and are in good shape.If you
need a standalone access card because your brought a used text book this is a good idea, be
advised that once the access code is used once (with the new text book) it can not be used again
with the then used text book. was not real clear on this when we started ordering used text books,
best to also order and pay for a new user guide & access code if you will need it with the used text
book. Need also to consider ordering new text book with usable access code depending on what
may be least expensive.

Ordered the product for my college class. Received better than hoped for with a 12-month code.
Sent email to vendor to verify functionality and received a reply within 10 minutes.Great response
and got it in 8 days including a weekend. Thanks for fast ship.

I liked using this for my class the program has instruction tutorials that walk you through how to do
each type of problem. You can also email your instructor about a specific problem through the
website; I used this feature quite a bit.

Received this the day before my class started and it was a breeze to get registered. I was a little
hesitant because I saw the reviews stating the code had expired but no such issues on my end.
Plus not having to fork over 85 dollars to Pearsons is worth it.
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